A Study on Intelligent Manufacturing Industrial Internet for Injection Molding Industry Based on Digital Twin
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1. Introduction

In recent years, China’s injection molding industry has developed rapidly and has become the world’s largest producer and consumer of plastic products, which plays an important role in the national economic and social development [1]. However, the overall technical level of China’s injection molding industry still has a large gap with the developed countries, especially in the low degree of development of equipment intelligence, production intelligence, management intelligence, and service intelligence, resulting in low production efficiency, high costs, serious waste, and other issues. This situation severely restricts the development and transformation of China’s injection molding industry to high efficiency, low cost, integration, precision, and environmental protection [2, 3]. With the development of national strategies such as “Made in China 2025” and “New Infrastructure Construction,” deep integration of manufacturing and new generation of information technology have become the keys of innovation and development for China’s manufacturing [4]. In this paper, an industrial Internet architecture for injection molding industry was described based on the current situation of China through the digitization, networking, and intelligence technical method. The smart factory system for injection molding based on digital twin was established. Then, the injection molding intelligent control system, production management, and control platform based on the MES system were researched. Also, the feasibility and effectiveness of the method had been verified through the industrial application, which provided the technical supports for the injection molding industrial Internet system. Finally, the intelligent manufacturing industry cloud platform for injection molding industry was prospected.
system and other key technologies were researched. At last, the intelligent manufacturing ecosystem of “intelligent equipment, intelligent production line, intelligent workshop, intelligent factory, and intelligent format” for injection molding industry was designed and implemented.

2. Architecture of the Industrial Internet Platform for Injection Molding Industry

2.1. Industrial Internet. Industrial Internet has become a new type of industrial manufacturing and service system and connected with all elements, industry chains, and value chains through the full interconnection of personnel, machines, materials, process, and environment in the production process. It has become the infrastructure supporting the fourth industrial revolution and intelligent manufacturing [5–7]. The essence of industrial Internet is the triple integration of Information Technology (IT), Communication Technology (CT), and Operational Technology (OT) [8–10]. It can connect all kinds of internal and external data of products, equipment, production lines, factories, suppliers, customers, and other enterprises and realize interconnection and interoperability across devices, systems, factories, and regions through CT. It can also mine and analyse massive industrial data based on IT and make the invisible processes and experiences explicit, digital, reusable, and predictable in the traditional manufacturing process combined with OT. Finally, industrial Internet forms the precipitation of industrial experience and mechanism models, promotes the transformation of intelligent control, operation optimization, and production organization, and realizes the intelligence of the entire manufacturing service system.

2.2. Value Analysis of Digital Transformation for Injection Molding Industry. A double-helix model based on three perspectives and nine dimensions is used to analyse the digital transformation value for injection molding industry (see Figure 1). The deep integration application of industrial Internet takes the industry value reconstruction as the main line and adopts two-wheel-driven and two-way-iteration of technology and business to realize the business-value and business-technology closed loop. In the value view, the industrial Internet platform connects and reconstructs all elements, industrial chains, and value chains of injection molding industry, which finally achieves quality improvement and efficiency, cost savings, and ecological cultivation. In the technical view, industrial big data is collected, transmitted, calculated, analysed, and applied through the key technologies of edge computing, artificial intelligence, and digital twin. In the business view, the industrial Internet platform can realize full-cycle control of materials, equipment, components, and products, excavate the pain points of intelligent upgrading at the equipment level, workshop level, enterprise level, and industry chain level, and achieve a gradual transition from the application of a single device or scene to a complete production system or management process. Therefore, it finally evolved to coordinate industrial resources to realize the intelligent production, network collaboration, personalized customization, and service extension of the industry.

2.3. Architecture of the Industrial Internet Platform for Injection Molding Industry. Injection molding industry is a kind of discrete industry with multivariety, small-batch production, and complicated process. The single-machine automation and rigid production lines were mainly used, while the flexible production lines were few. The OT system and IT system had difficulty in achieving interconnection. Data collection was very difficult and lacked a complete data-integration application framework because there were many types and brands of production equipment and also lacked open interfaces and unified interconnection standards. Therefore, combined with the value analysis and characteristics of digital transformation for injection molding industry, the architecture of the industrial Internet platform was built as follows (see Figure 2):

1. Intelligent perception and control layer: firstly, the controller, sensor, and collector were used to realize the intelligent perception of injection molding process such as injection pressure, injection speed, barrel temperature, and machine speed. Through industrial real-time collection and edge calculation of key equipment such as injection molding machine, mold and CNC machine, and the intelligent setting and optimization of key process parameters of injection molding process based on the data-driven, as well as the application of industrial auxiliary production robots and unmanned production line, and the equipment and production line could be made intelligent.

2. Network connection layer: all elements of injection molding production and manufacturing environment were interconnected by building cloud servers, data centres, cloud computing centres, and other infrastructures.

3. Cloud management platform layer: through the cloud computing architecture and platform of human-machine integration, focusing on the full life-cycle management process of products and equipment, integrated management, and optimization of design, production, service, and other data was implemented in the cloud management platform.

4. Data analysis layer: the collected industrial big data was integrated and analysed. The production process was optimized through the analysis and feedback of real-time production data in the industrial site management. The scientific decisions were formed based on big data mining and analysis in the business operation. At last, it realized hierarchical information, automation-intelligent management, and intelligent control for factories.

5. Application service layer: industrial Internet and industrial big data of injection molding enterprises and their upstream and downstream supporting
enterprises were established based on the above situation. Then, the cloud platform for injection molding industry through collaborative sharing of information resources was achieved. It can carry out intelligent application services such as order adjustment, supply chain transactions, design collaboration, talent training, and technical services and promote to construct an intelligent format for injection molding industry finally.

3. Architecture of Injection Molding Smart Factory Based on Digital Twin

According to the architecture of the industrial Internet platform, the enterprise-level smart factory must be constructed to promote the intelligent format of injection molding industry. Digital twin could effectively contribute the interconnection and deep integration of physical space and information space for the factory and enhance the intelligent level of injection molding production and management.

3.1. Digital Twin Definition. Digital twin, using information technologies comprehensively such as perception, modeling, and calculation, builds a high-fidelity model in the virtual space that is consistent with the physical space in the digital form. Through the information real-time interaction feedback and data fusion in the physical space, it can simulate the behaviors of objects, monitor, diagnose, predict, and make decisions for the physical space and realize the interactive mapping between the physical space and virtual space [11]. Because digital twin has the characteristics of virtual real integration and real-time interaction, iterative operation and optimization, and full element/process/business data-driven, it is widely used in the whole life-cycle process of product development, design, manufacturing, operation, maintenance, and service. It has become the key enabler technology which supports the digital transformation for manufacturing industry, and it is also the core for industrial Internet landing practice.

3.2. Digital Twin Model. The digital twin model for injection molding industrial application must be created first. Combined with Professor Tao Fei’s five-dimension digital twin model [12–14], the digital twin model of injection molding industry was shown (see Figure 3). The physical entities are the foundation and mainly include the unit-level and system-level physical entities such as injection molding machines, molds, CNC machines, production lines, workshops, and enterprises. The virtual entities are digital models of these physical entities, which can describe the above physical entities with high fidelity, multiple time scales, and multiple spatial dimensions. The services are reconstruction values of digital twin. Through the processing and analysis of
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Figure 2: Architecture of the industrial Internet platform for injection molding industry.

Figure 3: The five-dimension digital twin model.
industrial big data, it can provide functions such as intelligent setting and optimization of process parameters, process monitoring and tracing, production scheduling and collaboration, equipment operation, and maintenance and finally make scientific decisions. Digital twin data is the driver of digital twin technology, mainly including physical entity data, virtual entity data, service data, and knowledge data, and, at the same time, realizes interconnection and iterative interaction optimization between the object entities, virtual entities, and services [15–20].

3.3. Architecture of Smart Factory for Injection Molding

According to the digital twin model, the architecture smart factory for injection molding was built (see Figure 4).

(1) Data layer: digital twin data is the foundation. Through the multisource heterogeneous sensing and multi-protocol compatible real-time collection of industrial data with personnel, products, materials, equipment, process, and environment, the virtual space is established which could map the physical space of all elements such as equipment, production lines, workshops, and enterprises. The industrial data is the key to realize injection molding process in the physical space.

(2) Model layer: the digital twin model is the core, which is the digital reconstruction of the production activities of the entire process, and realizes virtual reproduction, analysis, optimization, and decision-making functions of injection molding production activities in the virtual space.

(3) Application layer: the applications are the purpose. Real-time monitoring for the user can achieve through the real-time mapping for the production activities. The optimization and scientific decision-making of the process can be realized through processing and analysis of the industrial data of interactive mapping, which promotes a two-way dynamic interaction between the physical space and virtual space. The full lifecycle application services from product design, mold design, mold manufacturing, and injection production to industrial collaboration will be achieved.

4. Implementation of the Digital Twin System for Injection Molding Smart Factory

In order to realize the functions of application layer, the modeling of full-factor physical space, data acquisition, and real-time mapping in the production activities are the key aspects of the digital twin system for injection molding smart factory [14, 21–26].

4.1. Digital Twin Modeling of All Elements in Physical Space

Because there are different physical entity types, diversified functions, and entity-generated data, it is needed to build a unified logical structure for digital twin modeling:

\[ DT_{mi} = DT_{pers} UDT_{mat} UDT_{mold} UDT_{machine} UDT_{env} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In formula (1),

(1) \( DT_{mi} \) is the digital twin model of the production process.

(2) \( DT_{pers} \) is the digital twin model of personnel, which is mainly reflected in the movement and spatial position. The human body structure is mapped through the three-dimensional structure model, and the identification and position positioning are performed by RFID or fingerprint image recognition. The position and identity of personnel is controlled in the digital space.

(3) \( DT_{mat} \) is the digital twin model of materials, which is mainly the spatial location and inventory status of plastic raw materials, mold parts, tools, etc. It can obtain material data and realize material management through the warehousing material management system or ERP system.

(4) \( DT_{mold} \) is the digital twin model of the mold, which is mainly the CAD/CAM/CAE/CAPP data, and can be directly obtained through the PDM system or CAX system. The modifications or changes of the mold can be interacted in real time.

(5) \( DT_{machine} \) is the digital twin model of devices, which is the most critical and complex. The devices of injection molding industry are mainly used for mold processing and inspection, injection production and assembly, etc., including CNC machines, coordinate measuring instruments, injection molding machines, industrial robots, AGV, and auxiliary equipment. In order to complete the true mapping of the digital twin model to the physical entities, the model must ensure that the three-dimensional size and behavior are highly consistent with the physical entities of these devices. It is necessary to establish a virtual and real communication control interface to obtain data in real time and define related virtual service to complete the device’s action and behavior.

(6) \( DT_{env} \) is the digital twin model of environment, which is mainly the digital model of physical space environment.

4.2. Real-Time Data Collection

During the production process of injection molding, the industrial data is generated. There are a lot of different types, brands, and models of devices on the production site, and their interface protocols are also different. In order to solve the problem of heterogeneous equipment data collection and virtual real interactive fusion, it is necessary to establish a unified standardized communication framework and protocol. The OPC UA protocol supports complex built-in data and cross-platform operation and provides unified address space and services [27–30]. Most of the above devices support the OPC UA protocol, so communication architecture of the digital twin based on the OPC UA protocol for injection molding production process was adopted (see Figure 5).
In the communication architecture, the underlying data of the production process was obtained through RFID, data collectors, mold sensors, injection molding machine controllers, etc. Based on the OPC UA protocol, the collected industrial production data was transmitted to the data server in real time by industrial fieldbus or ethernet. After the data server aggregated the field data and device information, it was converted into the data which supported the OPC UA.
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protocol and provided the corresponding services for the clients after data management and logical operations. As a client of OPC UA, the molding plant service system obtained the corresponding real-time data from the server for data reading and writing, storage, and analysis processing. On this condition, it could drive various element models, update, and monitor various elements in real time and further perform statistical analysis and intelligent decision-making.

4.3. Real-Time Interactive Mapping and Operation Mechanism. The interactive mapping and operation mechanism of the digital twin system for injection molding factory is shown (see Figure 6).

(1) Iterative optimization of production factor management: when the injection molding factory received the order task, the factory service system was driven by historical data of production factor management in the factory twin database and performed initial configuration according to the production task of the current order. The factory service system obtained the real-time data of production factors such as personnel, molds, injection molding machines, and materials of the physical factory. By analysing, evaluating, and predicting the status of these production factors, the system optimized the initial configuration plan, generated order control instructions, and guided the physical factory to allocate production factors. The physical factory transmitted the data into the factory service system for real-time prediction and optimization during the process of allocating production factors until the optimal configuration of production factor management for the production order was achieved and production planning tasks were obtained. The data generated during the iterative optimization of production factor management was transmitted and saved in the factory twin database, which could be used for the foundation and drive of data in the subsequent stage.

(2) Iterative optimization of automatic scheduling of production planning: after the virtual factory received the production plan, driven by historical simulation data in the factory twin database and real-time data of physical factory, the factory service system simulated and optimized the production plan schedule based on the logic and rule model of optimal time and the lowest cost of production and fed back optimization results of automatic schedule to the factory service system. Then, the system optimized these results and transmitted them to the virtual factory and iteratively optimized until the best plan for the production planning schedule and the production operation instruction based on the plan were obtained. The data generated in the iterative optimization of the automatic scheduling of production plan was also transmitted and saved in the factory twin database, which could be used for the foundation and drive of data in the subsequent stage.

(3) Real-time monitoring and iterative optimization of production process: the physical factory received the production operation instructions of the previous stage to organize production. In the actual production process, the physical factory transmitted the production process data to the virtual factory in real time and the virtual factory also monitored the physical factory's production process in real time. When an abnormal production situation occurred, the virtual factory performed production scheduling simulation and comprehensively evaluated, predicted, and optimized the digital twin data based on the simulation results, real-time production data, and historical production data. It generated real-time production scheduling instructions to guide the physical factory's scheduling. The data generated in this process was also transmitted and saved in the factory twin database, which could be used for the foundation and drive of data in the subsequent stage.

(4) Iterative simulation of fault prediction, diagnosis, and capacity prediction: during the production process, the physical factory transmitted the production process data to the virtual factory in real time. Then, the virtual factory performed fault prediction, diagnosis simulation, capacity prediction, etc. and made assessments and predictions according to the simulation results, real-time production data, and historical production data. The real-time monitoring instructions were generated to realize equipment maintenance, production capacity prediction, and evaluation. The iterative optimization of production factor management was driven by the instructions in the iterative simulation of capacity prediction. The data generated in this process was also transmitted and saved in the factory twin database, which could be used for the data foundation and driving of the subsequent stage.

5. Key Technologies

5.1. Injection Molding Integration Intelligent Control Technology. Injection molding is a kind of typical intermittent industrial production process. The molten plastic materials are made into a certain shape of plastic products through pressurization, injection, cooling, and separation. The quality of plastic products depends on material properties, injection machine variables, molding process, and interaction of these parameters. The injection molding machine and plastic mold are the key equipment. As the "brain" of the injection molding machine, the control system plays an important role in the repeatability and stability of the process. The state of the plastic melt in the mold cavity also affects product quality and production efficiency directly. Therefore, in order to realize the intelligent perception of injection molding process, the parameters of the injection molding machine and status data of plastic mold must be collected. At present, there are many brands of
injection molding machines which lack open interfaces, and the function of the mold sensor is very single, which makes it difficult to achieve online perception of the whole injection molding process. Combined with the process characteristics of injection molding, as shown in Figure 7, the application of injection molding integrated intelligent control technology, including the high-precision injection molding machine control system and in-mold online quality perception system, could sense and monitor the parameters of the process and mold cavity plastic-melt state, respectively, and achieve intelligent setting and automatic optimization of the process parameters based on the data-driven. Finally, the real-time data collection and process quality closed-loop control of the whole process were achieved.

(1) The high-precision injection molding machine control system (see Figure 8) based on the EtherCAT architecture hardware platform with excellent scalability, compatibility, and unified data transmission interface, the control system could be applied to multiple brands of injection molding machines. Through two-dimensional iterative predictive control algorithm, it could achieve high-precision control of the key injection process parameters such as barrel temperature, injection speed, holding pressure, and mold opening position [31–36]. Combined with the current situation of high production, low value, and control accuracy of China’s injection molding machine industry, without changing the mechanical mechanism of original machine, the control performance and repeatability of the original machine could be improved by only replacing the control system, and “precision injection” could be achieved.

(2) The in-mold online quality monitoring system based on capacitance measurement [37–39] (see Figure 9) during the various stages of injection molding, the change of plastic-melt state in the mold cavity caused the changes of its dielectric constant. Therefore, through the measurement and intelligent processing of the capacitance signal, the detection model is established to realize online monitoring of the flow state of plastic melt, detection of the weight of plastic product, and determination of optimal cooling time, so as to realize online closed-loop perception of the whole process.

(3) Through the integrated application of the above two systems, the fault diagnosis of the injection molding process was realized, and the quality model of injection molding process was established to optimize the process parameters based on the data-driven [40, 41], which could achieve “intelligent injection.”

5.2. The MES System for Enterprise Cloud Platform Based on SaaS. The MES system of production management and control enterprise cloud platform based on SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) [42, 43] (see Figure 10) was designed to achieve
**Figure 7:** Schematic diagram of the injection molding integrated intelligent control system.

**Figure 8:** The high-precision injection molding control system and its application. (a) Schematic diagram of iterative predictive control algorithm based on two-bit time. (b) Software interface of the system. (c) Hardware platform of the system. (d) Industrial applications of the system.
Figure 9: The online quality monitoring system and the application in the mold. (a) Illustration of the melt flow during the filling stage. (b) Capacitance measurement signal in the mold cavity during the whole injection molding process. (c) Sensor probe of the system. (d) Application of the system.

Figure 10: The MES system for the enterprise cloud platform based on SaaS.
production planning and dynamic scheduling, equipment monitoring and maintenance, production process failure prediction and diagnosis, etc. The injection molding machine control system was used to integrate industrial data of the machine and auxiliary production equipment. Industrial ethernet and industrial bus were used to interconnect all injection molding machines in the factory and perceive industrial data through the OPC (OLE for Process Control) protocol. The collected industrial data was transmitted from the edge layer to the cloud through the network connection layer based on the MQTT protocol (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) [44–46]. Through industrial data modeling analysis and real-time interactive mapping, the production process dynamic control, fault diagnosis, process optimization, equipment monitoring, and other functions were realized. The management and control information could be accurately and quickly transferred to all levels of personnel in the company through various terminals such as PC, IOS, and Android. The flat and efficient management was realized through the application of the system.

The MES system with the multitenant SaaS was built based on the Spring Boot and Spring Cloud architecture, sharing database independently with the schema mode. The cloud platform realized dynamic data source switching and adopted the development model that separates front and back ends. The front-end development was based on the Vue and Element-UI framework to integrate IT and OT of the enterprise. Because the cloud platform was uniformly deployed on the cloud, so it could be operated directly by accessing the cloud, which reduced the cost of purchasing, constructing, and maintaining infrastructure, and it was also convenient and quick to upgrade and maintain the system.

5.3. Deconstruction and Application for the New Type of Industrial Collaborative Manufacturing Based on Big Data.

Based on the sharing of external information resources by the enterprises and their upstream and downstream enterprises through the cloud platform, the industrial Internet cloud platform for injection molding industry was established (see Figure 11). Through this platform, combined with the application of big data analysis and artificial intelligence, it could carry out innovative services such as mold technical services, order capacity adjustment, production resource sharing, design and manufacturing collaboration, supply-chain centralized trading, and talent training to reduce the cost of physical fitness of the enterprises and allocate resources to improve the overall efficiency of the industry. At last, intelligent production, networked collaboration, personalized customization, and service-oriented transformation for injection molding industry will ultimately be promoted.

The industrial Internet cloud platform of injection molding industry can be decomposed into the following five service subplatforms.

1. Mold technology application subplatform: it provides the application services such as product design, mold design, injection process, CAD/CAM/CAE services, and testing services, which reduce the operating cost of the enterprises and promote the innovative development and collaborative innovation for various enterprises in the industry.

2. Order adjustment and capacity allocation subplatform: it connects the equipment and manufacturing resources such as molding process, injection molding production, and equipment maintenance to form the cloud-based resource pool. Combining the platform promotion of new pieces of equipment and the sale service on behalf of the proposed agent, allocating production capacity on demand, and adjusting production undertaking, the capacity trading and order adjustment platform for equipment can be formed. Based on the equipment-sharing model, the transition from large-scale centralized production to distributed production can be realized.

3. Product and mold design collaborative service subplatform: it communicates and connects terminal product R&D enterprises, their upstream supporting enterprises, and mold production enterprises. Through the unification of product and mold design standard, the collaborative service of product and mold design could be embedded in the network ecosystem to promote collaborative design and personalized customization of upstream and downstream enterprises in the industrial chain.

4. Mold supply chain trading subplatform: the mold parts, plastic raw materials, and other materials of molding manufacturers and suppliers will be constituted in a cloud-based resource pool. Through the establishment of the strict selection platform for suppliers, centralized group purchase, and logistics of materials, recycling of sluggish materials can reduce the procurement cost for the enterprises.

5. Technology training subplatform: through the integration of industry resources, a team of experts, engineers, and technical workers of injection molding industry can be established. The knowledge brain-bank based on industry knowledge, processes, cases, and experience can also be established and provides technical exchanges and training, enterprise technical consulting, and services.

On the cloud platform, the opening application services' interface can be used to expand continuously in accordance with the industry development needs and promote the formation of an intelligent format for injection molding industry. It can also be extended to other discrete manufacturing industries such as metal stamping industry.

6. Application and Verification

In this application example, the company is mainly engaged in the development, molding, and assembly of plastic molds for notebook computers and office equipment. It has two production factories located 70 km apart. There are many brands and models of injection molding machines such as Haitian, Chen Hsong, and Yizumi. It also applied ERP,
industrial robots, other information systems, and automation equipments. However, there were still problems such as discrete storage of data, disconnection between production plans and workshop production, difficulty in real-time tracking and management of the production progress of orders and material usage, and cumbersome and inefficient personnel management. It was urgent to apply the MES production management and control cloud platform to realize the interconnection and centralized intelligent management and control of injection molding production equipment across regions and factories.

The industrial Internet system architecture constructed in conjunction with the production process of the company was implemented as follows (see Figure 12):

1. Replace the control system of the original injection molding machine with the high-precision control system, which could improve the repetitive stability and product qualification rate, and realize the data collection and equipment networking of the process. The data acquisition module was used to obtain equipment state parameters for CNC machines.

2. The network topology of the industrial Internet system is shown in Figure 13. The injection molding machines and CNC machines were connected to the workshop switch and edge server through industrial ethernet, and industrial data of these two production factories was transmitted to the cloud server of the company in real time based on the OPC and MQTT protocol.

3. The virtual factory service system based on digital twin was established to perform logical processing on the industrial data of production process and
simulation optimization through real-time collection of industrial data-driven models. It could realize automatic scheduling, real-time monitoring, fault prediction, and diagnosis of production plan and save the optimized data transmission to the digital twin database for subsequent data foundation and drive.

(4) Based on the SaaS, the MES for production management and control of enterprise cloud platform could view the production status, production plan, process parameters, production statistics, equipment maintenance, inventory management, cost accounting, and personnel performance of all workshops in real time through various terminals. It could also realize the interconnection and intercommunication of personnel and machines and things, which could solve the problems of equipment information islands and communication lag, realize the centralized management and control of cross-regional expansion of factories, and reduce the cost of redundant configuration of personnel.

The overview of the company’s molding production management and control is shown (see Figure 14). Through nearly 18 months of project research, development, and implementation, the interconnection and centralized management of 137 injection molding machines in two factories had been achieved. The per capita production
Figure 13: Network topology of the industrial Internet system for the company.

Figure 14: The real-time overview of the company with two cross-regional production factories.
capacity increased by 4.8%, yield rate increased by 1.6%, total quality inspection increased by 8.9%, and 32 staff were reduced, which created a certain benefit for the company.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an industrial Internet system of injection molding industry was constructed, which provided the solution for smart factory based on digital twin, elaborated the implementation method, and verified the feasibility and effectiveness of the method through industrial application. The intelligence and informatization levels of China’s injection molding enterprises are relatively low, so in-depth integration and innovative application with industrial Internet will be the key development direction in future. The application of industrial Internet will extend the value chain and life cycle of digital twin, and it will also promote the development of industrial Internet. Since China’s injection molding enterprises are mainly small- and medium-sized, the establishment of the enterprise-level industrial Internet system could not only improve the production efficiency and management of these enterprises but also realize the centralized management and control of large enterprise groups across regions, reduce the duplication of personnel allocation, and increase operating efficiency. Through the industrial Internet cloud platform of injection molding industry, it will be helpful to promote the intelligent production, networked collaboration, personalized customization, and service-oriented transformation and form new industry formats with rich application values and broad development prospects.
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